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Our Motto 
  

‘Together we grow, lead and inspire.’
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Our objectives

Facilitation of employability and employment opportunities
for the students pursuing careers in the field of finance 

Reinforcement of the analytical skills of the finance
students through hands-on experience in working with
industry /projects

Assisting the students to improve their interpersonal skills

Building a relationship between the finance industry and the
finance students 

Assisting students financially to pursue their education via
established study groups 

Strengthening harmony and networking among the students
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About the report

We are excited to share with you our first Integrated Annual Report. In
this report, we offer a fair analysis of the financial situation,
performance, and effects of the Finance Students' Association over
the last year while also considering our future goals.
Scope – This report includes, about the Department of Finance,
Finance Students’ Association, the thoughts of important parties,
financial position of the association, event updates, minutes and
contact details. The annual report is adopted for both its financial and
non-financial reporting.
Feedback – We appreciate your criticism, recommendations, and
other remarks as we are dedicated to continually improving the quality
and readability of our Annual Report.
Please address your comments to,
fsauocfmf@gmail.com
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About Us

Department of Finance

The Department of Finance was established with the restructuring of
the Faculty of Management and Finance in 2007. The department
facilitates the Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours) in
Finance program for its students with strong academic capabilities
and good professional practices. The degree program was developed,
focusing on skills needed for the local and global corporate sectors.
The Department of Finance is staffed with highly qualified academics
who provide enormous opportunities for students to sharpen their
knowledge and skills. In addition, the department shares the
experience of industry experts to nurture the students. The BBA in
Finance honours degree will be a lifelong asset for the students for
their career development and betterment of their personal lives with
the capability to play in any functional area of an organization or
sector as a whole.
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Finance Students’ Association

The Finance Students’ Association (FSA) of the Department of
Finance, Faculty of Management and Finance, University of Colombo,
was founded in 2022, and it is the official association of the
undergraduates of the Department of Finance. It is the platform
created for the young undergraduates in the department, faculty, and
sister faculties across the country to showcase their skills and shape
them into hardworking and passionate finance professionals. 
With the motto ‘Together we Grow, Lead, and Inspire,’ the committee
focuses on developing undergraduates’ interpersonal skills and
interactions while improving their academic, professional and social
capabilities. The first-ever office bearers for the year 2022/23 are as
follows and the FSA were nominated from fourth-year and third-year
undergraduates of the Department.

  Name of the Member Designation

Executive   
Committee

Vishwa Rathnayake President

Chathura Dumesh Vice-president

Hirani Seneka Amugoda Secretary

Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi Assistant Secretary

Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi Junior Treasurer

Nikhil Senaratne PR manager

Damith Gomes Logistics manager

Dinani Nathasha Perera Editor

Committee
 Members

F. Amnah Amjad Committee member (fund raising)

MSS.Ahamed Committee member (fund raising)

Kethni Wijesinghe Committee member (PR and digital media)

Malith Madhawa Committee member (PR and digital media)

Kavisha Dahanayake Committee member (PR and digital media)

Rismin Mohamed Rihan Committee member (PR and digital media)

Chirath Harindra Subasinghe Dissanayake (Late) Committee member (Logistics)

Ishara Geekiyanage Committee member (Logistics)
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Vice Chancellor's
Message
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It is with great pleasure that I send this message to the first Annual Report of the Finance Students’
Association (FSA), the student body of the Department of Finance, Faculty of Management and
Finance, University of Colombo.
We believe that producing successful undergraduates solely by imparting theories is insufficient. A
successful graduate should possess skills as well as positive and constructive attitudes. As a
result, the FSA’s contribution in this regard is noteworthy.
It was very refreshing to see the various activities unfold one after the other in various spheres,
even during a most challenging year due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Most
importantly these activities contribute to the improvement of students' personalities, leadership
qualities, teamwork abilities, communication, harmony, and decision-making skills while having a
great time, which are critical skills and abilities that society expects from university graduates. The
effort put in to carry out these activities will be rewarded with a brilliant set of memories that
students will cherish and remember for the rest of their lives, even after their graduation. Being a
member of FSA will always cause enlightenment in students’ lives.
With all my heart I, as the Vice Chancellor, acknowledge the students' true spirit with which they
conducted themselves during the 2022-2023 year., and I thank the academic staff of the
Department of Finance for indicating the right path in life to the next generation.

I wish the FSA, the best of luck in its future endeavors.

Senior Professor H.D. Karunaratne 
Vice Chancellor 
University of Colombo



Dean's Message
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I am pleased to send this message for the First Annual Report of the Finance Students’ Association
(FSA), of the Department of Finance, Faculty of Management and Finance, University of Colombo.
Students’ engagement and involvement in extracurricular activities are an integral part of soft skill
development which enables them to meet their future needs providing an enriching, nurturing
environment, and promoting personal growth and academic achievement. The Faculty intends to
nurture and develop individuals to become resilient and adaptable with attitudes necessary to
function successfully in a sustainable global society. In this context, I believe that this kind of
endeavor that gives responsibilities to students increases their self-confidence and leadership
skills; thereby generating value for the students for their career advancement.
In appreciation and gratitude for everything that you have done and continue to do, as the Dean of
the Faculty, I thank you for your dedication, creativity, and hard work in this endeavor. 

Professor MPP Dharmadasa
Dean
Faculty of Management and Finance



The Department of Finance is one of the seven departments in the Faculty of Management and
Finance with a group of talented undergraduates. 
The Finance Students’ Association (FSA) was established in year 2022 with the aims of facilitating
improvement of skills, relationships and networks, employability opportunities for undergraduates.
As a department, we believe that aside from academic knowledge, interpersonal skills, analytical
skills and creativity is vital for an undergraduate to face the growing competition in the current job
market. The FSA is a great platform to develop skills and relationships as a Finance undergraduate. 
It gives me great pleasure to share with you the annual report of our esteemed association. Over
the past year 2022/23, the association has achieved many milestones and organized several
successful events that have brought the members together and helped achieve their goals.
I am proud and happy to mention that the initiation of this association is a result of staff members’
commitments and extra hours of work, while thanking all of them. Your commitment to the
association has made it possible for us to achieve our goals and make a positive impact on the
broader community. Our members have taken an active role in organizing events, sharing their
knowledge and expertise with fellow members and the broader community.
Throughout the year, the association has organized a range of events that provided valuable
opportunities for learning, exposing and networking. I would like to thank all of the student
members for their hard work and dedication over the past year.
I believe that students will be even more enthusiastic to work in the Finance Students’ Association
in the upcoming year for the betterment of the students in Department of Finance. I look forward to
continuing to work towards our goals and taking the Finance Students' Association to even greater
heights in the coming year with your ideas, contribution and all other possible supports

SUKHI HOTHU.

Message from Head of
the Department

 
Prof. Prasath Rathnasinghe,
Head of the Department, 
Department of Finance,
Faculty of Management and Finance,
University of Colombo. 
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As the Senior Treasurer of the Finance Students' Association (FSA), it is my distinct pleasure to pen
my thoughts to the inaugural annual report of the association. The FSA, founded in 2022, serves as
the official association representing the undergraduates of the Department of Finance, Faculty of
Management and Finance, University of Colombo. The association's primary objective is to provide
a platform for young undergraduates in the Department of Finance, as well as sister faculties
across the country, to promote the development of hardworking and passionate finance
professionals. The FSA operates under the guiding principles of the motto "Together we Grow,
Lead, and Inspire," with an emphasis on cultivating interpersonal skills and interactions while
improving academic, professional, and social capabilities.
I take pride in highlighting the Department of Finance's enriched academic environment, which
features highly qualified academic staff and offers unparalleled opportunities for students to hone
their knowledge and skills. As a former head of the department, I found it essential to establish the
FSA, enabling students to engage in extracurricular activities that develop their professionalism and
soft skills, better preparing them for the highly competitive industry environment. As Senior
Treasurer, I have had the honor of mentoring the FSA committee throughout the financial year
2022/2023, and it is with a great pleasure that I report the successful completion of the year's
objectives. The committee members worked tirelessly to achieve the association's targets, and I am
pleased with their commitment to the FSA's objectives.
I extend my gratitude to our Head of the Department, Prof. Prasath Rathnasinghe, the FSA
committee 2022/2023, our partners, and all the stakeholders who contributed to the association's
success. I am confident that the next committee will continue to uplift the FSA's commitment,
dedication, culture, and value system, as we move forward.
In conclusion, I urge all members of the Finance Students' Association to continue pursuing their
aspirations and actively participate in this remarkable journey. I sincerely hope that you will achieve
success in all your future endeavors and that the FSA will continue to serve as a platform for
personal and professional development.

Message from Senior
Treasurer

Dr (Mrs.) Shantharuby Buvanendra
Senior Treasurer 
Finance Students’ Association
Department of Finance
Faculty of Management and Finance
University of Colombo
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Dear Members and Supporters of the Finance Students’ Association,
As the charter president of the Finance Students Association of the University of Colombo, it is my
great pleasure to present to you the annual report of our esteemed society. Our charter year has
been a successful one for us, as we continue to work towards our goal of promoting the growth and
development of our members.
Since the inception of our society, our primary aim has been to provide finance students with a
platform to enhance their skills and gain practical knowledge about the corporate world. This past
year, we were able to organize our flagship event, Magnate, in a grand manner with the support of
key sponsors from the finance field, giving our members a firsthand experience of how the industry
operates.
Although our society's event calendar was limited this year, we are proud of the success that our
flagship event, Magnate, brought and the opportunities it provided to our members. As we pass the
torch to the next committee, we hope to continue our efforts in providing value to our members by
organizing more workshops and events. We believe that these events will help our members to gain
valuable insights and exposure to the industry, which will further help them in their academic and
professional pursuits.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to the lecturers who have been
the backbone of our association. Their guidance and support have been invaluable in helping us
achieve our goals and providing our members with the best possible opportunities to grow and
develop.
I would also like to extend my heartfelt thanks to our sponsors and partners, without whom none of
this would have been possible. Their generous support has enabled us to organize events and
provide valuable experiences for our members.
Furthermore, I would like to express my appreciation to the committee of the society for their
tireless efforts in ensuring the smooth running of our events. Their dedication and hard work have
been essential to the success of our organization.
In conclusion, I am honored to have served as the charter president of this wonderful society and
am confident that we will continue to make great strides in the future. Our dedication to creating
opportunities for our members to develop and hone their skills remains unwavering, and I look
forward to seeing what the future holds for us.

President's Message

Sincerely, 

Vishwa Rathnayake,
Charter President,
Finance Students Association of the
University of Colombo 8



Dear Stakeholders,
I am pleased to present to you the first ever annual report for the Finance Students' Association for
the year 2022/2023. It has been a challenging year for everyone, but despite the circumstances, the
association has continued to thrive and grow. After several efforts, we were able to establish the
Finance Students’ Association and I am pleased to be its founding secretary.
As the secretary of this esteemed association, I am proud to report that we have made significant
progress and achieved remarkable milestones over the past year.
Throughout the year, we have organized numerous events and activities that have brought together
students who share a passion for finance. We have held many events featuring prominent guest
speakers who have shared their insights and expertise with our members. We have also organized
networking events that have enabled our members to connect with industry professionals and
potential employers. The association has also been active in giving back to the community. It is
heartening to see the spirit of giving and community service among our members.
Overall, I am proud of what the Finance Students' Association has achieved this year. We have
continued to provide a platform for students to develop their knowledge and skills in finance, to
network with industry professionals, and to give back to the community. I look forward to the
continued success of the association in the coming year.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our members and stakeholders for their continued
support and commitment to our organization. We recognize that our success would not be possible
without your contributions, and we remain grateful for your unwavering support.
Looking ahead, we are committed to building on our achievements and making even greater strides
towards fulfilling our values. We are excited about the opportunities that lie ahead and look forward
to collaborating with our stakeholders to achieve our goals.

Secretary's Message

Sincerely,

Hirani Amugoda,
Secretary,
Finance Students Association of the University of Colombo
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Thoughts of Executive
Committee
Vice-president - Chathura Dumesh 
I had the privilege to serve as the Finance Students'
Association's inaugural vice president a year ago. In my
role as a member of the Finance Students' Association
executive committee, I would be specifically
responsible for organizing events, communicating with
members, promoting the association, and working with
the corporate sector. in organizing special events like
Magnate, which may help me improve my skills and
future job prospects. Being an active member of the
Finance Students' Association will offer valuable
experience in teamwork, leadership, event planning, and
financial management. Moreover, it creates many
opportunities for young undergrads like me who are
keen to take on challenging roles to aid career
progression, which could be advantageous for my
future career prospects.  

Assistant Secretary - Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 
Being on the first-ever FSA committee for nearly a year
was a remarkable journey for all of us. The committee
provided the platform for us to create new opportunities
and grow personally and professionally. Signing off from
FSA, we are grateful to many individuals who helped us
make the impossible possible. We could not have made
FSA 2022/23 a success if it had not been for the support
we had from our departmental lecturers and committee
members. We are grateful to each one of you for
steering us and being there to end this journey in style.
We wish the upcoming FSA committee the best of luck,
and we are confident that the FSA will shine in all its
glory under our new official bearers
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Junior Treasurer - Manusha Hirumal
Kandanaarachchi 
First and foremost, I would like to mention that as one of
the founding members and Junior Treasurer of the
Finance Students' Association for term 2022/2023, I had
the unique opportunity to take charge of fundraising,
resource allocation, external stakeholder communication
and lay the foundation for the finance activities of the
association. It was a challenging yet rewarding
experience that helped me develop a variety of skills. I
was responsible for ensuring that we had sufficient funds
to support the association's goals and that those funds
were utilized efficiently and effectively. Working with
industry professionals on behalf of the Finance Students'
Association was a valuable experience that allowed me to
expand my network and make sustainable connections for
the association. This role taught me how to manage
multiple tasks simultaneously, prioritize effectively, and
communicate clearly and professionally with
stakeholders. This is an excellent platform for personal
and professional development for any finance
undergraduate in the department and it expands their
network. Simply the previous year was a rocking year for
me.

Public Relations manager - Nikhil Senaratne 
“Every great experience must come to an end”. This
opportunity gave me a lot of exposure to knowledge that
helped me build a network as the public relations and
digital media manager. It also gave me the added bonus of
being able to interact with the department's friends and
lecturers, which enabled me to strengthen my soft and hard
skills, especially through organizing and coordinating
events. I most of all enjoyed working with the FSA team as
we drove forward with effective leadership and team effort.
Best wishes to the upcoming team to keep up the good
work.
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Logistics manager - Damith Gomes 
I had the pleasure of heading the logistics committee,
where I was responsible for organizing all the
arrangements for our events. This included coordinating
with vendors, arranging decorations, certificates, food,
and booking the venue. It's been an amazing experience
that has helped me improve my communication and
organizational skills. I've learned how to manage my
time wisely and handle pressure like a pro. Being a part
of this committee has been incredibly fulfilling, and I'm
thankful for the chance to contribute to the success of
our finance students' association.

Editor - Dinani Nathasha Perera 
Over the past year, the Finance Students’ Association
has provided our members with the resources and
opportunities necessary to excel in their academic and
professional pursuits, and we have provided a variety of
opportunities, including events, workshops, and
mentorship programs, to assist our members in
expanding their expertise and knowledge in the field of
finance. A glance into the future reveals that the
Finance Students' Association possesses the potential
to achieve ambitious goals for the upcoming academic
year. I count it as one of my greatest accomplishments
to have been given the chance to serve as the
association's very first editor. I would like to extend my
thanks to the member F of the Finance Students
Association for their hard work and dedication
throughout the year. Working with such a motivated and
enthusiastic group has been a pleasure and I am excited
to see what the future holds for the association.
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Thoughts of Committee   
Members
Committee member (Fund raising) - F.
Amnah Amjad 
I am beyond honored to be part of the first ever FSA of
the Faculty; it was an insightful experience, to be part of
the society and network with lecturers, my fellow
batchmates and those of the third year along with many
corporate personnel and up build a united team,
enabling us to navigate many situations. It has been a
wonderful journey that has exceeded the learning
experience. As a society it uplifts the leadership
capability and helps finance undergraduates to be more
equipped as we step into our corporate careers. It
integrates our classroom learning into a practical
experience, which greatly enhances the bridge between
academics and practical experience for us. As the
activities of the club extends to build a strong name for
the department of finance in the corporate atmosphere
it also expects to ensure us, the undergraduates are
given the right support. It makes me proud to be part of
such an exceptional start for the department and I wish
all the very best for the growth of FSA.

Committee member (Fund raising) – M. S. S.
Ahamed 
Being a fundraising committee member for the Finance
Student Association provided me with an amazing
opportunity to learn and grow. One of the highlights of
this experience was being involved in organizing
Magnate, a large-scale event that brought together
students and corporate professionals from the finance
industry. Through this event, I gained valuable skills in
event planning and fundraising, and also had the
chance to network with corporate professionals, which
has been beneficial to my career growth. Overall, my
experience with the Finance Student Association taught
me the importance of teamwork, dedication, and
communication in achieving organizational goals.
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Committee member (PR and digital media) -
Kavisha Dahanayake 
Being a part of the Finance Students’ Association was a
great opportunity for me to learn new skills while
expanding my professional network. Moreover, the
exposure I received by taking part in events while
learning how to embrace challenges is simply priceless.
I’m deeply honored to be a part of the first-ever Finance
Students Association of the Faculty of Management
and Finance and hoping that the upcoming committees
will take the club to greater heights!

Committee member (PR and digital media) -
Kethni Wijesinghe
FSA is a place where any finance enthusiast could
explore the talents that are hidden among themselves.
Being a committee member of FSA certainly gave me
the opportunity to learn new things as well as meet new
people. It was truly satisfying to see a bunch of
undergraduates working towards achieving thousands
of goals. My heartfelt gratitude goes out to all the
lecturers and committee members for all the hard work
to make another year at FSA a success.

Committee member (PR and digital media) -
Malith Madhawa 
As a member of the PR and Digital Media committee, I
had the opportunity to greatly increase my experience.
It also allowed me to communicate with lecturers,
colleagues from the department and faculty, which
helped me develop my soft skills, especially in using
Photoshop to create flyers and managing social media
platforms. It has been a pleasure working with the
executive committee and other members for almost a
year, and I wish the new crew all the best as they
continue to do excellent work for the FSA
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Committee member (PR and digital media)
- Rismin Mohamed Rihan 
First of all, thank you for giving me this opportunity to
be a part of the Finance Students' Association as a
member of PR and Digital Media Committee. I enjoyed
working with my colleagues and it was a wonderful
opportunity to get to know some new people. It was a
great experience which helped me to improve my
editing skills, communication skills and other skills.
This is one of the pages of my university diary. Finally,
I would like to wish the upcoming committee to
successfully do their work.

Committee member (Logistics) - Ishara
Geekiyanage
As a member of the Logistics Committee of the
Finance Students' Association, my responsibilities
include supporting the Logistics Manager with all
logistical tasks, such as coordinating with vendors,
arranging decorations, certificates, and food, as well
as booking venues. Through this experience, I have
had the opportunity to develop my organizational and
communication skills, as well as improve my time
management abilities. I am grateful to be a part of
this committee and am excited to contribute to the
success of our finance students' association

Committee member (Logistics) - Chirath
Harindra Subasinghe Dissanayake (Late)
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Key Performance 
Highlights

MAGNATE 2022

Magnate is an annual event organized by the Department of Finance at the University of
Colombo with the primary objective of enhancing the interpersonal, networking, leadership,
and communication skills of undergraduates. The event serves as a platform for students
to interact with industry professionals and gain valuable insights into the field of finance.
Magnate 2022 had a theme of "Finance in a Dynamic World," which was organized by the
finance students’ association of the department of finance at the University of Colombo.
The event was held on 7th of October 2022 at the Conference Hall of the Faculty of
Management and Finance.
Senior Professor (Chair) H.D. Karunaratne, Vice Chancellor of the University of Colombo,
was the Chief Guest, and Ramesh Schaffter, Managing Director, Group Chief Executive
Director of the Janashakthi Group, was the Keynote Speaker in the event. The Special
Guest Speaker for the event was Dr. Ranil Sugathadasa, who is a Senior Lecturer at the
University of Moratuwa and a motivator. The presence of such distinguished speakers at
the Magnate 2022 event added significant value to the event and provided attendees with a
unique opportunity to learn from and interact with industry professionals.
The most important features of the event were the competitions between different
universities for the debate and the rivalry between different faculties for the quiz. Students
were given the opportunity to demonstrate their talents and compete against one another
through the execution of these events. There were total of six teams representing five
different state universities in Sri Lanka, that took part in the Inter University Debate
competition. The University of Sri Jayewardenepura came out on top as the winner of the
debating competition, with the University of Colombo coming in as the runners-up. The
Intra Faculty quiz competition was designed to test the knowledge of the participating
undergraduates on a range of topics related to finance, economics, and other common
areas. The competition consisted of 13 teams, which had the opportunity to showcase
their theoretical and practical knowledge in these areas. After a closely contested
competition, Team Alpha emerged as the winner of the Quiz Competition. On the day of the
event, only the final round was conducted for both the Inter-University Debate competition
and the Intra-Faculty quiz competition.
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Broadcasting MAGNATE at Swadeshiya Sewaya 

Sarasawi Ras Walalla in Swadeshiya Sewaya, under the Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation
is a radio program dedicated to university students which is a production of Mrs. Priyanthi
Gamage Yahampath. Finance Students Association of Department of Finance, Faculty of
Management and Finance, University of Colombo got an opportunity to contribute in a
Sarasavi Ras Walalla program on November 12, 2022. The Head of the department of
Finance, Prof. Prasath Rathnasingha, Mrs. Manojee Domingo – Senior Lecturer, Mrs. Senani
Thenuwara – Lecturer along with Finance Students’ Association members Mr. Manusha
Hirumal, Ms. Hirani Amugoda and Ms. Dinani Nathasha participated in the voice
contribution. This program was mainly focused on discussion about the finance
department, and especially the magnate event and the experiences gained there.
The undergraduates were given a tremendous opportunity through the program to
demonstrate their knowledge and talents to a wider audience, as well as present their
department to a larger group of people.
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Department Welcome Day

The Finance Students Association hosted the annual welcome day for new students of the
Department of Finance, Faculty of Management and Finance, University of Colombo, on 21st
of March 2023.
The Dean of the Faculty of Management and Finance, the Head of the Department of
Finance, Department staff, faculty members, and current finance students attended the
event, which was held at Professor W. M. Jayarathne conference hall.
The proceedings of the event commenced with an introduction by the Head of the
Department of Finance, who warmly welcomed all the attendees and provided an overview
of the department's history and achievements. Subsequently, faculty members conducted a
sequence of presentations that offered valuable perspectives on the academic programs,
research endeavors, and industry partnerships of the department. 
The FSA members were present to welcome the new students and introduce them to the
various activities that the association organizes throughout the year. The current students
of the department then took the stage to introduce themselves and explain the various
courses and programs offered by the department. The faculty members also highlighted the
different research and internship opportunities available to the students and emphasized
the importance of networking and building relationships within the industry. The event
provided an excellent opportunity for the new students to learn more about the department
and the various activities and opportunities available to them.
The event concluded with a networking session, where the new students had the opportunity
to meet and interact with the FSA members, and their colleagues. This session provided an
excellent opportunity for the new students to develop their leadership, soft skills and begin
building relationships with their peers.
The event was well-organized and provided an excellent platform for new students to learn
more about the department, the faculty members, and the various opportunities available to
them. 
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Minutes

Professor Prasath Rathnasingha appointed Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra as the Senior
Treasurer. 
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint Hirani Seneka Amugoda
(2019ms8574) as the secretary and it was seconded by Chathura Dumesh
(2019ms8674).
Nikil Senarathna (2018ms8449) proposed to appoint Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399)
as the president and it was seconded by Chathura Dumesh (2019ms8674).
Mandula Peris (2019ms8910) proposed to appoint Chathura Dumesh (2019ms8674) as
the vice president and it was seconded by Lakmal Kumarasinghe (2019ms8819).
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint Fathima Nuzhath
(2018ms8407) as the assistant secretary and it was seconded by Sahani Jayamaha
(2019ms8172).

Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 1st Meeting 
Date - May 04, 2022 
Time - 1.00 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The first meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by order of Professor
Prasath Rathnasingha, the head of the department. The head of the department, Professor
Prasath Rathnasingha warmly welcomed all the 3rd and 4th year students and the lecturers
of the Department of Finance. 
Professor Prasath Rathnasingha and Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra gave a brief introduction
to the Finance Students’ Association. Professor Prasath Rathnasingha mentioned that the
main objective is to make students engage with studies and development related activities
along, with the motto of “Together we Grow, Lead and Inspire”.  

Present
Professor Prasath Rathnasingha, Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra, Lecturer Ms. Piyumika
Rathnasuriya, Dr T. C. Ediriwickrama, Lecturer Ms. T K E M Prabodini and 56 students of the
Department of Finance presented the meeting. 

Appointing office bearers 
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Pamithra Sandamini (2019ms8996) proposed to appoint Manusha Kandanaarachchi
(2019ms8791) as the junior treasurer and it was seconded by J P T Jayaweera
(2019ms8784).
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint Nikil Senaratne (2019ms8449)
as the PR manager, and it was seconded by G W A K H Wijesinghe (2018ms8537).
Sineth Elapatha (2019ms8685) proposed to appoint Damith Gomes (2019ms8717) as
the logistics manager and it was seconded by Ishara Geekiyanage (2019ms8660).
Chathura Dumesh (2019ms8674) proposed to appoint Dinani Perera (2019ms8924) as
the editor and it was seconded by Hirani Seneka Amugoda (2019ms8574).
G W A K H Wijesinghe (2018ms8537) proposed to appoint Kavisha Dahanayake
(2018ms8047) as a committee member (PR and digital media) and it was seconded by
F. Amnah Amjad (2018ms7989).
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint Kethni Wijesinghe
(2018ms8537) as a committee member (PR and digital media) and it was seconded by
F. Amnah Amjad (2018ms7989).
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint F. Amnah Amjad (2018ms7989)
as a committee member (fund raising) and it was seconded by Fathima Nuzhath
(2018ms8407).
Vishwa Rathnayake (2018ms8399) proposed to appoint Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake (2018ms8087) as a committee member (logistics) and it was seconded by
G W A K H Wijesinghe (2018ms8537).
A S Dammulla (2019ms8622) proposed to appoint Malith Madhawa (2019ms8616) as a
committee member (PR and digital media) and it was seconded by V S Thudugala
(2019ms9074).
Damith Gomes (2019ms8717) proposed to appoint Ishara Geekiyanage (2019ms8660)
as a committee member (logistics) and it was seconded by Sineth Elapatha
(2019ms8685).
Chathura Dumesh (2019ms8674) proposed to appoint M S S Ahamed (2019ms8559) as
a committee member (fund raising) and it was seconded by A S Dammulla
(2019ms8622). 
Damith Gomes (2019ms8717) proposed to appoint R M Rihan (2019ms8972) as a
committee member (PR and digital media) and it was seconded by Vishwa Rathnayake
(2018ms8399).

President - Vishwa Rathnayake - 2018ms8399
Vice-president - Chathura Dumesh - 2019ms8674
Secretary - Hirani Seneka Amugoda - 2019ms8574 
Assistant Secretary - Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi - 2018ms8407
Senior Treasurer - Dr. Shanthi Buvanendra

The newly appointed office bearers and the structure of the Finance Student Association is
as follows,
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Junior Treasurer - Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi - 2019ms8791
PR manager - Nikhil Senaratne - 2018ms8449
Logistics manager - Damith Gomes - 2019ms8717
Editor - Dinani Nathasha Perera - 2019ms8924
Committee member (fund raising) - F. Amnah Amjad - 2018ms7989 
Committee member (fund raising) - M. S. S. Ahamed - 2019ms8559 
Committee member (PR and digital media) - Kavisha Dahanayake - 2018ms8047
Committee member (PR and digital media) - Kethni Wijesinghe - 2018ms8537 
Committee member (PR and digital media) - Malith Madhawa - 2019ms8616
Committee member (PR and digital media) - Rismin Mohamed Rihan - 2019ms8972
Committee member (Logistics) - Chirath Harindra Subasinghe Dissanayake -
2018ms8087
Committee member (Logistics) - Ishara Geekiyanage - 2019MS8660

Discussing the student registration for the membership for the Finance Students’
Association. 
Discussing the Vesak event organized by the Department of Finance.
Discussing about having an editorial panel.
Discussing future procedures of the Association.

Agenda for next meeting 

Adjournment
Professor Prasath Rathnasingha gave some valuable advice to the students and newly
appointed office bearers for the future operations of the Association. Then discussed the
next meeting with Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra which was decided to have on 11th of May
2022, at 1.00 p.m. Finally, the meeting adjourned with the last words of the newly appointed
President, Vishwa Rathnayake, followed by vote of thanks by Dr. Shanthiruby Buvanendra.

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

8 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 2nd Meeting 
Date - May 18, 2022 
Time - 1.00 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)
 
Opening
The second meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association. The minutes for the first meeting was
presented by the secretary Hirani Seneka Amugoda and was approved by Vishwa
Rathnayake.
Present
Dr.Shantharuby Buvanendra and 14 members of the Finance Students’ Association
presented the meeting.
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9 F. Amnah Amjad 2018ms7989
Committee member
(fund raising)

10 M.S.S.Ahamed 2019ms8559
Committee member
(fund raising)

11 Kethni Wijesinghe 2018ms8537
Committee member
(PR and digital media)

12 Malith Madhawa 2019ms8616
Committee member
(PR and digital media)

13
Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake

2018ms8087
Committee member
(Logistics)

14 Ishara Geekiyanage 2019ms8660
Committee member
(Logistics)

An update was given on the progress of designing the department logo by Vishwa
Ratnayake and was asked to submit the final design to Professor Prasath Rathnasingha
and Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra for confirmation.
Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra asked members to discuss and come up with suggestions
for future events to enhance the employability and soft skills of the finance students.
The President, Secretary and Treasurer were requested to discuss with the nearest bank
manager regarding the documents required to open a bank account for the Finance
Students’ Association. Further members were asked to decide and confirm an annual
membership fee to be collected at the next meeting.
Secretary was informed to draft a permission letter and send it to the department head
requesting permission to open Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn for the finance
department.

Minutes
Agenda items: General updates
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Members were informed of the cancellation of the Vesak event due to the prevailing
situation in the country.
Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra, briefed the members on “The Magnet” an event organized
by the Department of the Finance University of Colombo for the finance students from
all universities across Sri Lanka. And for "The Magnet 2022" the members were asked
to speak with Dr Nishani Ekanayake who has been appointed as the coordinator for the
event this year.
Further members were updated about the "Finance Undergraduate Research
Symposium" (UFRS) an upcoming research symposium organized annually by the
department and were informed that the event details will be shared in the upcoming
meetings.
A suggestion was presented by Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra, to create a "Finance
Newsletter" for the students of the department to share their views on finance.
Few suggestions were also presented by the members for the upcoming project and
were decided to discuss in the next meeting.
A Seminar with Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) 
Conduct a community development project 
Organize a "Finance Department Day"

Discuss the suggestions brought up by the members for upcoming projects.
Present the logo and other official posts.
Discuss the status of permission requested to open Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.
Discuss the status of opening a bank account for the Finance Students’ Association.
Discuss and confirm the annual membership fee.

Agenda item: Event updates

1.
2.
3.

Agenda for next meeting

 
Adjournment
The second meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President
Vishwa Rathnayake at 2 p.m.
 
Minutes Written by: Assistant Secretary, Fathima Nuzahth Rizvi
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 3rd Meeting 
Date - June 22, 2022 
Time - 1.00 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The third meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association. The minutes for the last meeting was
presented by the secretary Hirani Seneka Amugoda and was approved by Vishwa
Rathnayake.
Present
Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra and all other 16 members of the Finance Students’ Association 

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

8 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

9 F. Amnah Amjad 2018ms7989
Committee member
(fund raising)
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10 M.S.S.Ahamed 2019ms8559
Committee member
(fund raising)

11 Kethni Wijesinghe 2018ms8537
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

12 Malith Madhawa 2019ms8616
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

13 Rismin Mohamed Rihan 2019ms8972
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

14 Kavisha Dahanayake 2018ms8047
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

15
Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake

2018ms8087
Committee member
(Logistics)

16 Ishara Geekiyanage 2019ms8660
Committee member
(Logistics)

Discuss the suggestions brought up by the members for upcoming projects.
Present the logo and other official posts.
Discuss the status of permission requested to open Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.
Discuss the status of opening a bank account for the Finance Students’ Association.
Discuss and confirm the annual membership fee.

Agenda for today's meeting 

Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra informed that the permission letters for the logo and
social media pages are submitted and they are in process of obtaining permission. 
Dr. Shantharuby Buvanendra informed that the “The Magnet” event should be
organized after the end examinations and a road map should be created for other
upcoming events throughout the year.
The members agreed to open a bank account for the Finance Students’ Association at
People’s Bank. 

Minutes
Agenda items:
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Adjournment
The third meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President Vishwa
Rathnayake at 1.30 p.m.

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 4th Meeting 
Date – July 24, 2022 
Time - 12.00 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)
 
Opening
The fourth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  
Present
Dr. Nishani Ekanayake, Dr. Tharindu Ediriwickrama and Mrs. Senani Thenuwara and 13
members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting.

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

8 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

9 F. Amnah Amjad 2018ms7989
Committee member
(fund raising)
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10 M.S.S.Ahamed 2019ms8559
Committee member
(fund raising)

12 Kavisha Dahanayake 2018ms8047
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

13
Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake

2018ms8087
Committee member
(Logistics)

Discuss the upcoming event “The Magnet” with department coordinators.

A brief explanation of last year’s event “The Magnet 2020” was delivered by Dr.
Tharindu Ediriwickrama.
Few suggestions were presented by the committee for this year’s “The Magnet 2021”
and were informed to share the suggestions with Dr Nishani Ekanayake.
Committee was informed that the drafted agenda for “The Magnet 2021” will be shared
in the upcoming meeting after the department’s approval.

Agenda for today's meeting 

 
Minutes
Agenda items:

 
Adjournment
The fourth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President
Vishwa Rathnayake at 12.30 p.m.
 
Minutes Written by: Assistant Secretary, Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 5th Meeting 
Date – September 14, 2022 
Time - 8.00 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The fifth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  
Present
13 members of the Finance Students’ Association attended the meeting.

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Kethini Wijesinghe 2018ms8537
Committee member
(PR and digital media)

8 Malith Madhawa 2019ms8616
Committee member
(PR and digital media)

9 F. Amnah Amjad 2018ms7989
Committee member
(fund raising)
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10 M.S.S.Ahamed 2019ms8559
Committee member
(fund raising)

12 Kavisha Dahanayake 2018ms8047
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

13
Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake

2018ms8087
Committee member
(Logistics)

The meeting was taken basically to discuss the upcoming event ‘Magnate’.
The event budget and partnership proposal was explained by the junior treasurer,
Manusha  Hirumal Kandanaarachchi.
Insights of committee members were discussed about raising partnerships. 
Logistics needed for the event were discussed by the committee. 
The secretary was given to draft the timeline. 
Agenda items: General updates
Discussion about membership fee of Finance Students’ Association.
Discussion about membership procedures and getting active participation of members
for the department activities.

Minutes
Agenda items: Event Discussion

Adjournment
Decided to have a meeting with all members of Finance Students’ Association in the next
week to discuss the membership and the upcoming event ‘Magnate”.  The fifth meeting of
the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President Vishwa at 9.30 p.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 6th Meeting 
Date – September 18, 2022 
Time - 10.00 a.m.
Venue - Faculty of Management and Finance, University of Colombo

Opening
The sixth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  
Present
10 members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

5 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

6 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

7 M.S.S Ahamed 2019ms8559
Committee member
(fund raising)

8 Kethini Wijesinghe 2018ms8537
Committee member
(PR and digital media)

9
Chirath Harindra Subasinghe
Dissanayake

2018ms8087
Committee member
(Logistics)

10 Ishara Geekiyanage 2019ms8660
Committee member
(Logistics)
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The meeting was taken basically to discuss the upcoming event ‘Magnate’.
The event budget and future cash needs were explained by the junior treasurer,
Manusha  Hirumal Kandanaarachchi.
Insights of committee members were discussed about prizes for the winners of quiz
and debate competition. 
Logistics, certificates and files needed for the event were discussed by the committee. 
Appreciation for sponsors was discussed.
Invitation for the debate competition was finalized. 
PR timeline was revised and finalized.
Conference hall was inspected by the committee.

Minutes
Agenda items: Event Discussion

Adjournment
The sixth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President Vishwa
at 1.00 a.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 7th Meeting 
Date – March 01, 2023 
Time - 8.30 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The seventh meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa
Rathnayake, the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  

Present
12 members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting.

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

8 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

9 F. Amnah Amjad 2018ms7989
Committee member
(fund raising)

10 Malith Madhawa 2019ms8616
Committee member
(PR and digital media)
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11 Ishara Geekiyanage 2019ms8660
Committee member
(Logistics)

12 R.M Rihan 2019ms8972
Committee member (PR
and digital media)

Discussed the ideas for the department welcome and came up with the idea of having
an event with outdoor activities.
Drafting the agenda
Allocating the responsibilities of the event day. 
Discussing on a partnership for the event.

Discussion on next FSA committee selection
Discussion on a community development project 

Minutes
Agenda items: Discussion about the department welcome 

Agenda items: General updates

Adjournment
The next meeting was decided to be held on 4th of March 2023 with the head of the
department, Professor Prasath Rathnasingha and the senior treasurer, Dr. Shantharuby
Buvanendra to discuss on the department welcome. The seventh meeting of the Finance
Students’ Association was terminated by President Vishwa at 10.00 p.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 8th Meeting 
Date – March 05, 2023 
Time - 8.30 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The eighth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  

Present
Head of the department Professor Prasath Rathnasingha, Senior treasurer Dr. Shantharu by
Buvanendra and 4 members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting.

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

Briefing the tentative agenda to the lecturers
Obtaining insights from the Head of the department and the senior treasurer
Making the amendments to the agenda and finalizing it.
Fixing a date for the department welcome as 10th of March 2023.

Discussion on next FSA committee selection

Minutes
Agenda items: Discussion about the department welcome 

Agenda items: General updates
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Adjournment
The eighth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President
Vishwa at 09.30 p.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 9th  Meeting 
Date – May 02, 2023 
Time - 9.30 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The ninth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  

Present
8 members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Fathima Nuzhath Rizvi 2018ms8407 Assistant Secretary

5 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

6 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

7 Damith Gomes 2019ms8717 Logistic Manager

8 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor
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Discussion about next office bearers 
Finalizing the agenda for the AGM 

Discussion about issues with social media platforms of FSA

Minutes
Agenda items: Discussion about the Annual General Meeting

Agenda items: General updates

Adjournment
The ninth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President Vishwa
at 10.00 p.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
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Finance Students’ Association 
Minutes of the 10th  Meeting 
Date – May 03, 2023 
Time - 8.30 p.m.
Venue - Zoom (Online)

Opening
The tenth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was called by Vishwa Rathnayake,
the president of the Finance Students’ Association.  

Present
Head of the department Professor Prasath Rathnasingha, Senior treasurer Dr. Shantharuby
Buvanendra and 7 members of the Finance Students’ Association presented the meeting.

   
  

 
  Name of the Member

  

 
  Registration

Number
  

 
  Designation

  

1 Vishwa Rathnayake 2018ms8399 President

2 Chathura Dumesh 2019ms8674 Vice President

3 Hirani Seneka Amugoda 2019ms8574 Secretary

4 Manusha Hirumal Kandanaarachchi 2019ms8791 Junior Treasurer

5 Nikhil Senaratne 2018ms8449 PR Manager

6 Dinani Nathasha Perera 2019ms8924 Editor

7 Rismin Mohamed Rihan 2019ms8972
Committee member
(PR and digital media)
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Briefing the tentative agenda to the lecturers
Obtaining insights from the Head of the department and the senior treasurer
Making the amendments to the agenda and finalizing it.
Fixing the time and venue.

Discussion on the next FSA committee selection
Discussion on service letters 

Minutes
Agenda items: Discussion about the Annual General Meeting  

Agenda items: General updates

Adjournment
The tenth meeting of the Finance Students’ Association was terminated by President
Vishwa at 09.30 p.m. 

Minutes Written by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda
Minutes Approved by: President, Vishwa Rathnayake
Minutes Submitted by: Secretary, Hirani Seneka Amugoda



Our Memories
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Contact Details

Do not hesitate to contact the Department of Finance, Faculty of
Management and Finance, University of Colombo.

Telephone – +94 11 250 1294
Email – finance@dfn.cmb.ac.lk

 Reach Us On

Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/FSAFMFUOCmibextid=ZbWKwL

LinkedIn – https://www.linkedin.com/company/financestudentsassociation-of-university-of-
colombo-faculty-ofmanagementand-finance/
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Notes
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